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Objective: 
My biggest goal in any career path is to optimize career growth. I am always eager to 
take on the next task, while learning and retaining resourceful information in the field. In 
order to accomplish a riveting career path, one not only needs to work hard, but also work
smart. Both of which are confident abilities I obtain and steadily build upon.
WORK HISTORY

2003 -  Present 
(On Call)

Roadie, Sandjoe Productions – Randallstown, MD
Sandjoe Productions is part in house recording studio, part live 
performance set. Inventory Management, Packing, Stage setup, 
break down, and management are just a few of the many procedures
I take part in while doing sound for jobs on the road. During in 
house jobs I've also composed several tracks on their latest album 
by Joe Cooper entitled “A New Day,” which include, The Green 
Spirit, Studio Mix DOTC, and Track One. 

Roadie 
Responsibilities

> Inventory Management
> On Stage Management
> Packing for shows
> Merchandising (i.e. CDs, business cards, networking)

10/2007—Present Photo Tech Specialist, Walgreens – Milford Mill, MD
As a Photo Tech, we deal with high value materials such as photos 
and video memories, with extreme care and delicacy. It is important
for customers to know the safety of their orders is of high priority. 
This position is also a much more rounded position as it caters to 
customers via service, register work, janitorial duties, and inventory
management.  

Photo Tech 
Responsibilities

> Extraordinary Customer Care
> Inventory Management
> Out Dates Produce
> Cleaning and Sanitation
> Stocking
> Register Work and Cash Handling
> Receiving Truck and Vendors
> Marking Down Products
> Creating Price Labels on merchandise

11/2013—01/2014 Overnight Team Member, Toys R Us – Columbia, MD
Working seasonal overnights at the largest Toys R Us in the district



required swift planning and action. On a daily basis truck would 
have to be received, worked entirely, overstocked properly, and 
clean all before the store opened. The fast pace of it all came from 
the thousand piece loads, while executing well thought out plans to 
ensure the deeds were accomplished in timely matters.

Overnight 
Responsibilities

> Receiving Truck
> Stocking
> Inventory Management
> Cleaning
> Creating Signs for Products

03/2011—05/2013 Meat Wrapper, Bjs Wholesale – Owings Mills, MD
Sanitation and Consistency was the strengths needed for a Meat 
Wrapper. This job was consisted of a two manned team where we 
handled stocking and product management. During my time here, I 
worked with dairy products as well as multiple meats (i.e. Beef, 
Pork, Veal, Duck, Fish, Bison, and Goat.) Dealing with such 
variety, it was always the most important to maintain cleanliness in 
order to avoid cross contamination. 

Meat Wrapper
Responsibilities

> Sanitation
> Receiving Truck
> Organizing Inventory
> Customer Care
> Stocking
> Meat/Fish Handling

06/2007—08/2007 Store Clerk, Leslie’s Pool Service – Owings Mills, MD
A wealth of knowledge was required for this seasonal position as a 
Store Clerk. Knowing the difference between a plaster or plastic 
pool, along with which acids were needed to comply with a 
situation, made the fine line difference between a small fee for 
algae or a large fee for pool repairs. This job taught me the 
importance of educating the consumer in order to make smart, and  
trust worthy answers.

Store Clerk
Responsibilities

> Greeting Customers
> Zoning areas
> Helping Customers with purchases
> Giving proper evaluations to customers
> Register Work

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND



01/2010—Present Graphic Design Major, Morgan State University – Baltimore, MD


